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Abstract : The possibility of relativistic effects on the parametric instabilities of large 
amplitude l^ eat waves in a transversely magnetized plasma has been investigated. The relativistic 
Vlasov equation in gyrokinetic variables has been employed to find the nonlinear response of the 
plasma electrons It is noticed that the extreme relativistic consideration does not hove any 
significant effects on the vonous parametnc instabilities of the beat waves in the plasma.
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It ha.s been realized that the attainability of large amplitude electrostatic electron plasma waves 
and their stability are the key questions in the pla.sma beat wave accelerators (PBWA) 
.scheme [1-4]. In this scheme the electron quiver velocity due to the excitation of a large 
amplitude electron plasma wave at the beat frequency of two high power laser beams may 
be comparable to the velocity of light in free space [5]. Recently, a number of studies have 
been reported on the nonrelativistic parametric instabilities of beat waves in a plasma [6-8]. In 
this brief communication we investigate the effects of extreme relativistic consideration on 
the parametric instabilities of the beat waves in the presence of a transverse static magnetic 
neld.
We consider the propagation of a large amplitude electron plasma wave ( ^o)
direction transverse to the external static magnetic field in a hot and homogeneous plasma
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II II -J)- The electrostatic pump wave (cOq, k^) couples parametrically to a low 
frequency electrostatic perturbation mode (£U, k ) and generates two high frequency 
electrostatic sideband modes (tOi 2 = co T g)q, k^  2 = k ^  i^ o)- The response of 
electrons to this four-wave parametric coupling process is described by the relativistic Vlasov 
equation
f
dt y
e ^  v x B
nin
V  =  y r .
y = (1-rVr^)-'^^ = (iH -vV c^r*
yc
2\'/2
= 0.
( 1)
where the variables are defined in the reference [9]. In terms of the gyrokinetic variables [10] 
K  = v y - a ja i l ,  n = and 6 = tan‘'(»/^/v^)), eq. (1)
can be expressed as |
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+ e ^  _ e E ' - ^  = 0 
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where the dot over a quantity indicates derivative with respect to time and the superscript t 
refers to the total quantity involved.
Using the relativistic equation of motion, m^v = -  eE~ e v x  B/yc  for electrons 
one can write
dH
(3)
n = d e '
e = dH
dp ’
= X -  X ft), j/i
H =
2m.y
e 0 \
where ^o) ^i) + ^ 2( ^ 2> ^ 2) electric
potential of the four electrostatic waves involved. Following references [11] and [12] we 
obtain the relativistic linear response of electrons due to these waves as
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where f l  = jlT^^ is the equilibrium disiribulion rimclion
Uiken as Maxwellian [9] in the world velocity space v at icmperature . Here, we lake /o 
as Maxwellian as the nonrelativislic speed of electrons, v, = is l^uch less ihan
the speed of light.
On account of the parametric coupling of the sidebands with the pump wave, a 
nonlinear force will excite the low frequency perlurbalion mode, which must be described by 
ihc full relativistic Vlasov equation, cq. (2). following references [7.11,12] and simplifying 
wiih the assumption of extreme relativistic consideration (y « v/c), we obtain the following 
nonlinear relativistic distribution function for the plasma electrons at the frequency (o
t x p i i n d ]  ^fNl ^ 
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where the prime on the Bessel function indicates derivative with respect to its argument and 
the symbol * denotes complex conjugate of the quantity involved. The distribution functions 
for the linear response at the pump and sideband frequencies arc given by cqs. (4 ).
Thus, we notice that the effect of relativity is to reduce the cyclotron rpsonance 
frequency of interaction. Under extreme relativistic condition ( 7  ^  v/c  »  I) the odnression 
for the relativistic nonlinear distribution function, cq. (5) reduces to the corresponding 
expressions for the nonrclativistic distribution functions derived earlier [7J. Conscqucrttly, the 
density fluctuation obtained by integration of the distribution function is not affected 
appreciably by the relativistic consideration. However, we noticed earlier [12] that the growth 
rates of the stimulated Brillouin and Raman scatterings of strong electromagnetic radiation arc 
enhanced by a factor cf (c/v;) at ultrarclativistic condition. Hence, we conclude that the effect 
of relativity on the various parametric instabilities of the large amplitude electrostatic electron 
plasma wave is small and is negligible for extreme relativistic situation.
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